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        Russian missile attack kills four in Odesa district, governor says    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Apr 10, 2024                    
                
                        
                (Reuters) – An early evening Russian missile attack killed four people on Wednesday, including a 10-year-old girl, and injured seven in Odesa district in southern Ukraine, the regional governor said. Oleh Kiper, writing on the Telegram messaging app, said one of the injured was in serious condition after having his legs amputated. Emergency teams were…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Russian missile attack kills four in Odesa district, governor says        
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        At least one injured at oilseeds plant explosion in southern France    
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                PARIS (Reuters) – At least one person was critically injured on Wednesday in an explosion followed by a fire at a plant in southern France belonging to oilseeds processor Saipol, the local prefecture said in a statement. The incident took place at 1500 GMT in the biodiesel part of Saipol’s industrial site in the port…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: At least one injured at oilseeds plant explosion in southern France        
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        Russians flee ‘very unusual’ floods in boats clutching valuables, food, pets    
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                ORENBURG, Russia (Reuters) – Residents of the flood-stricken Russian city of Orenburg arrived at evacuation points on Wednesday by inflatable boat, carrying whatever they could grab from their homes in small bags. One elderly woman in a life-jacket clutched a terrified-looking cat as she descended from a boat onto dry land. “There was no water…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Russians flee ‘very unusual’ floods in boats clutching valuables, food, pets        
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        Triple-murder, suicide in Spain blamed on gender-based violence    
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                MADRID (Reuters) – Spanish police have discovered the bodies of a woman, her husband and their two young children in what authorities believe was a disturbing new case of gender-based violence, allegedly committed by the husband before taking his own life. Although the government was still collecting all the pieces of information about the “terrible”…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Triple-murder, suicide in Spain blamed on gender-based violence        
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        EU lawmakers adopt law to hit fossil fuel imports with methane emissions limit    
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                BRUSSELS (Reuters) – European Union lawmakers on Wednesday adopted a law to place methane emission limits on Europe’s oil and gas imports from 2030, pressuring international suppliers to clamp down on leaks of the potent greenhouse gas. Methane, the main component of natural gas, is the second-biggest cause of climate change after carbon dioxide and…            
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        Three people killed in Russian air attacks on Ukraine’s Kharkiv region    
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                (Reuters) – Russian air strikes on Ukraine’s northeastern Kharkiv region on Wednesday afternoon hit a clinic and a pharmacy, killing at least three people, a local official said. Kharkiv and the surrounding region have long been targeted by Russian attacks but the strikes have become more intense over recent weeks, hitting civilian and energy infrastructure.…            
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        Yemen’s Houthis target four vessels in Gulf of Aden, spokesman says    
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                CAIRO (Reuters) -Yemen’s Houthis said on Wednesday they targeted four vessels, including what they described as a U.S. warship, with drones and naval missiles in the Gulf of Aden, part of their stated campaign of solidarity with Palestinians in Gaza. The Iran-aligned group attacked “MSC Darwin ship, MSC GINA, MV Yorktown” along with the U.S.…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Yemen’s Houthis target four vessels in Gulf of Aden, spokesman says        
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        Enel workers to strike after deadly Italy power plant accident    
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                By Claudia Greco and Francesca Landini LAKE SUVIANA, Italy (Reuters) -Rescuers searched on Wednesday for four people still missing after an underground accident at a hydroelectric power plant in northern Italy, with workers planning to strike on Thursday in protest over safety issues. At least three people were killed on Tuesday when a fire and…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Enel workers to strike after deadly Italy power plant accident        
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        Scottish police receive thousands of reports after new hate crime law    
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                (Corrects title of Scottish National Party in paragraph 2) LONDON (Reuters) -Scottish police said on Wednesday they had received more than 7,000 online reports of offences in the first week since the introduction of a new hate crime law that opponents say could curb free speech and waste police time. The law, brought in by…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Scottish police receive thousands of reports after new hate crime law        
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        Gazans live on memories of past Eid festivals as war ruins special day    
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                By Mohammad Salem GAZA (Reuters) – Palestinians visited the graves of loved ones killed in the Gaza war and prayed beside the wreckage of a mosque and in shattered streets as the devastating conflict cast a pall over the Eid al-Fitr holiday. Millions of Muslims around the world are observing Eid, marking the end of…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Gazans live on memories of past Eid festivals as war ruins special day        
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        Poland won’t accept migrant relocation mechanism, PM says    
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                WARSAW (Reuters) -Prime Minister Donald Tusk said on Wednesday Poland will not accept a European Union immigrant relocation mechanism despite the European Parliament’s approval of legislation meant to curb migration into the continent. European lawmakers voted earlier on Wednesday on a revamp of the bloc’s migration system to cut the length of time for security…            
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        India, China should urgently address ‘prolonged situation’ on borders, Modi says    
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                MUMBAI (Reuters) – India and China should urgently address the “prolonged situation” on their border, Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi said in remarks published on Wednesday, in an apparent softening of tone on bilateral issues between the two nuclear-armed neighbours. “It is my belief that we need to urgently address the prolonged situation on our…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: India, China should urgently address ‘prolonged situation’ on borders, Modi says        
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        Biden says he is considering Australia request to drop Assange prosecution    
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                WASHINGTON (Reuters) – U.S. President Joe Biden on Wednesday said he was considering an Australian request to drop the prosecution of WikiLeaks’ founder Julian Assange, who released troves of confidential U.S. classified documents. Australian Prime Minister Anthony Albanese in February backed a motion in parliament’s lower house calling for the return of Assange, 52, to…            
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        EU parliament approves migration system revamp ahead of bloc’s election    
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                By Nette Noestlinger and Gabriela Baczynska BRUSSELS (Reuters) -European lawmakers on Wednesday approved a revamped migration system that the pro-EU political centre promises would reduce irregular arrivals as it seeks to stem gains by the far right ahead of the bloc’s parliamentary election in June. It aims to cut the times for security and asylum…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: EU parliament approves migration system revamp ahead of bloc’s election        
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        Three sons of Hamas leader Haniyeh killed in Israeli airstrike    
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                By Nidal al-Mughrabi CAIRO (Reuters) -Three sons of Hamas leader Ismail Haniyeh were killed in an Israeli airstrike in the Gaza Strip on Wednesday, the Palestinian Islamist group and Haniyeh’s family said. The Israeli military said it was checking the report. Haniyeh, based abroad in Qatar, has been the tough-talking face of Hamas’ international diplomacy…            
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        Stocks Sink as CPI Shuts Door on Fed June Pivot: Markets Wrap    
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                (Bloomberg) — Wall Street traders sent stocks and bonds sliding after another hotter-than-estimated inflation report signaled the Federal Reserve will be in no rush to cut interest rates this year. Equities extended their April losses, with the S&P 500 down about 1% as the consumer price index topped economists’ forecasts for a third month. Treasury…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Stocks Sink as CPI Shuts Door on Fed June Pivot: Markets Wrap        
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        European shares rebound from one-month low; ECB rate verdict up next    
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                By Ankika Biswas, Johann M Cherian and Ozan Ergenay (Reuters) -European shares staged a recovery after a knee-jerk reaction to a high U.S. inflation reading on Wednesday, with investors turning their focus to the European Central Bank’s monetary policy decision on Thursday. The pan-continent STOXX 600 closed 0.1% higher, after hitting a near one-month low…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: European shares rebound from one-month low; ECB rate verdict up next        
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        UK equities end volatile session higher as investors ponder rate outlook    
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                By Sruthi Shankar, Khushi Singh and Pranav Kashyap (Reuters) -UK equities closed Wednesday’s volatile session higher as investors pondered the outlook for global rates after hotter-than-expected U.S. inflation data tempered expectations the Federal Reserve would cut rates several times this year. The blue-chip FTSE 100 rose 0.3%, recovering from losses of as much as 0.2%…            
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        UK debt chief warns scale of borrowing leaves challenge for successor    
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                By David Milliken and Dhara Ranasinghe LONDON (Reuters) – Britain faces risks and challenges from the scale of borrowing it will need in coming years, though it can take some comfort from the fact many other countries are in the same boat, the head of the state debt agency said. UK Debt Management Office chief…            
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        UBS Faces Substantially Higher Capital Rules Under Swiss Proposals    
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                (Bloomberg) — UBS Group AG faces a “substantial” increase in regulatory capital requirements under reforms that the Swiss government is advocating for in the wake of the collapse of Credit Suisse. The Federal Council is proposing that systemically-important Swiss banks must hold significantly more capital against their foreign units, according to a wide-ranging report on…            
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